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Specifics – Intrinsic Planning
In this Disruptive Reordering, external factors,
including politics, have tremendous impacts
on every business and are part of
environmental scanning.
We address probable outcomes and avoid
taking sides by performing due diligence,
citing facts to support the conclusions, and
posting titles and URLs.

In every case, civility must be the norm.
Therefore, we promote open dialogue as the
path to rediscovering a national purpose.
We must build an opportunity-driven future
for all generations of every culture and
background. Everyone is equal in God’s sight,
as spelled out in the Bill of Rights and the
Voting Rights Act of 1965.

Specifics – Extrinsic Planning
The predicate for the Fifth Disruptive
Reordering is sensors, microchips, the
globalization of personal data, and war.
Information technology revolutionized
how humans communicate and
interact.
Sensors facilitated universal data
capture.
Advanced sensors are embedded in
every type of consumer product and
connected to devices proliferated
across every niche of society.
Information is real-time, and AI
controls the network.

Specifics – Extrinsic Planning
Social networks carry
information at a profoundly
personal level, and our
information is a tool to program
us, not in the future but NOW.
Foreign competitors have large
pools of our data, enabling
manipulation and the probability
of losing our freedoms. The
reordering is not a projected
future state. It is happening
now.

Specifics – Intrinsic Planning
This chart shows the relationships between
the natural and human systems. External
systems affect business operations.
Today, agility and adaptability are
competitive advantages for meeting
external challenges. However, gaining
leverage from The law of increasing returns
necessitates understanding every nuance of
the customer's customer.
The human economic system is part of
strategic planning for resource planning
purposes and to define the best
environmental practices.
Systems thinking is critical for understanding
potential risks and opportunities.

Specifics – Intrinsic Planning
Information technology revolutionized how humans
communicate and interact. Sensors facilitate universal
data capture and the dissemination of information.
The predicate for the Fifth Disruptive Reordering is the
Internet, the Internet of Things (IoT), Industrial
Internet of things (IIoT), Artificial Intelligence (AI), and
the globalization and misuse of personal data.
Advanced sensors are embedded in every type of
consumer product and connected to devices
proliferated across every niche of society.
Information is real-time, and AI and algorithms control
the network. Pandora’s box is wide open and will not
be closed.

Specifics – Intrinsic Planning
Sensor technology, the Industrial Internet of
Things (IIoT), connects operations into a real-time
information system. Some of the possibilities are:
•New layers of data.
•Instant snapshots of asset health.
•Availability of resources-equipment, materials,
human, time, setups.
•Coordination with the tool room. Real-time KPIs.
•Predictive analytics, some using machine
learning.
Shop data are integrated with the ERP system
directly or using a data warehouse (see the last
slide).

Planning and Governance

A business is a system within a
macro-system comprised of
dependent systems. Each one is
complex, with some more
complex than others.
Business planning must consider
each business segment in the
Future State Plan.

Specifics – Intrinsic Planning
The first issue is revisiting your business, what it is and what you want it to be. Given
the period of disruptive change, these top-down issues are critical.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

What is the driving force, the values?
What are the resources?
Is the mission customer or optimized profits? There are other goals.
What are the Force Multipliers? Are they flexible enough to support the mission?
Are operations optimized?
Do users and management have the needed planning and control systems?
Is there a process improvement program?
Does it work?

These issues are detailed in our publications.

Specifics – Intrinsic Planning
Shop and Supply chain activities
are covered in “ERP 5.0
Structured Process” using a due
diligence process, including
strategy.
There may be a temptation to
select a package based on
analytics. However, serving
customer demand is still the
principal reason for ERP systems.

The shop gets priority. Good data
grows from the bottom with a
solid production management
systems.

Fulfillment Process
The fulfillment process consists of product development, testing,
customer order processing, resource planning, procurement, production,
and distribution (Supply chain both input and output).

Optimized systems provide opportunities to enhanced competitive
advantage. We term this "business at the speed of reality," synchronizing
the speed of information, processes, and intelligent response.
Businesses must construct contemporary ERP and process tools,
constantly pushing the speed of reality. While ERP systems have evolved
for fifty years, many new ERP systems still fail to meet expectations.

Fulfillment Process
Affinity Systems reacted by writing ERP Information
at the Speed of Reality. The book provides valuable
information for building successful systems, with
nothing held back. The book includes topics that
consulting companies will not discuss but
significantly contributes to failure.

In addition, the book consists of the core elements of
process improvement. ERP 5.0 Structured Process
addresses ERP at the application and project
management level. This book works systematically
and discusses mobile technology, the cloud, and
analytics.

Specifics – Resource Waste Opportunities

ERP 5.0 Structured Process - Book
ERP 5.0 Structured Process Illustrations -Presentation
ERP 5.0 Executive Session –Presentation
Building the Adaptive Enterprise -Presentation

This slide works with the Waste chart on the
previous slide.
Waste is not just scrap but off-fall from material
conversion or production operations.
Address materials scrap by product design,
optimized usage patterns, and process
improvement.
The conversion process goes a step beyond and
examines the possibility of turning scrap into a
useful purpose. Unfortunately, the problem is that
solutions are challenging to cost-justify.
Potential opportunities deserve a second look.

Distribution
Distribution is part of the fulfillment
process but far more than an extension
to manufacturing.
There is a tendency to think of
distribution as an aftereffect. It is not. It
is a complex world where unwary
companies penalize themselves with
inadequate systems.
Today, products are transferred from
one responsibility to another numerous
times and tracking from order entry to
delivery is assumed.

Financial
The fourth segment is financial. All
systems affect the business's financial
health - cash flow, profits, growth, and
sustainability.

Money may not buy happiness or fulfill a
personal passion, but it is the lifeblood
for business, with the pulse constantly
monitored.

Time
Time and money are finite, fungible, and exchangeable but compete in value. We state
the time/money cycle as instant production and instant use. Time elements expanding
that fundamental metric contain the potential for improvement. Both sides of the cycle
event contribute to the wealth of the local system.
The tombstones of companies unable to rapidly design, make, and deliver products, strew
the competitive battleground. The opportunity starts by eliminating the long supply
chains from foreign sources to the USA, including products and energy.
Additionally, new applied technologies, such as 3-D printing, provide tools shortening
lead times approaching the speed of design.

ERP and Supply Chain Software Projects
Shop and Supply chain activities are
covered in “ERP 5.0 Structured
Process” using a structured due
diligence process, including strategy.
There may be a temptation to select a
package based on analytics. However,
serving customer demand is still the
principal reason for a new ERP system.
So, make sure the shop gets priority.
Good data grows from the bottom, the
result of solid production systems.

Productivity
The third segment is productivity. Business must take
greater responsibility for resource management at
both a macro and internal level through
contemporary process improvement (Value
Management Programs) where the intent is to add
value to resource used and task performed.
From our perspective, quality is the common thread,
and doing the wrong thing faster will always be a
losing strategy. Good quality systems are based on
mathematics and measurements such as Key
Performance Indicators (KPI’s), and statistics.

Specifics – Resource Waste Opportunities

ERP 5.0 Structured Process - Book
ERP 5.0 Structured Process Illustrations Presentation
ERP 5.0 Executive Session –Presentation
Building the Adaptive Enterprise -Presentation

This slide works with the Waste chart on the
previous one.
Waste is not just scrap but off-fall from material
conversion or production operations.
Address materials scrap by product design,
optimized usage patterns, and process
improvement.
The conversion process goes a step beyond and
examines the possibility of turning scrap to a useful
purpose. Unfortunately, the problem is that
solutions are challenging to cost-justify.
Potential opportunities deserve a second look.

Supply Chain Management

Traditional - Manufacturer Controls Supply Chain

Contemporary – Distributor or Customer
Controls Supply Chain including Master
Production Schedule

Domestic and international supply chains are experiencing dynamic
stress and restructuring. Changing patterns of resource management,
like countries hoarding critical materials, will potentially stress supply
chains in new and potentially destructive ways,

Resource Waste Opportunities
Waste Reengineering can be a disruptive change process. ACTION,
our approach to Lean Six Sigma is a sequential and evolutionary
continuous improvement methodology to improve process, product,
and method by eliminating waste - materials, time, and inefficient
methods.
Value Management Programs include all forms of waste. One goal is
finding additional revenue streams, repurpose materials or
products, eliminate or reduce nonrecoverable waste.

Resource Waste Opportunities
The Bottom Line
To survive and grow dictates environmentally friendly, adaptive,
flexible systems operating at the speed of reality. This translates
into enlightened governance, contemporary ERP systems,
productive process improvement programs, highly interactive and
collaborative supply chains, and a zero-waste mentality.

Customer Relationship Management (CRM)
CRM systems capture critical intelligence
from the marketplace, customers, and
product life cycles.
While shop automation and ERP pull
together operational intelligence, the
CRM system must provide accurate
external data. These data include
product, service, relationships, programs
with custromes, shifts in the market, and
problems that customers may have,
like (supply chain issues).

Merging the data from all these sources
(next slide) establishes a comprehensive
company analytics structure.

Analytics
IoT and the IIoT have proliferated
analytical data but sometimes at
the price of precise information
management practices.
Data are collected from every
connected device and process,
then combined with external data
gathered through supply chain
management and CRM systems.
These data are converted into
information, then into analytics
Data collection and management
are critical business
considerations.
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